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HIGHLIGHTS

• Metrics are defined to quantitatively describe the internal microstructure of metal rubber
• The transverse isotropy of the wire orientation in metal rubber is observed and quantified
• The mechanical properties are here explained by combining a reduced order helix cell model and the internal structural characteristics
• The effect of different manufacturing parameters on the mechanical properties and microstructures of metal rubber are tested and analyzed
• The metal rubber wire diameter has the largest effect on the structural and mechanical isotropy of this porous material

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the structural characteristics of metal rubber (MR) evaluated by X-ray tomography and skeletonisation at microscopic scale. The parameters used to describe the internal structure of the MR were numerically extracted and compared to assess the effect of different MR manufacturing parameters on the mechanical properties of the material. Quasi-static tests were also performed to obtain the stiffness and damping of the metal porous material and to understand their correlation with the topology defining the samples. A simplified helix cell model was used to interpret the mechanical properties of the MR based on the structural parameters identified in this paper. The transverse isotropic stiffness of the MR observed here is partly caused by the distribution of the metal wires, with more helices oriented along the molding direction resulting in smaller equivalent stiffness. The compression, relative density, helix and wire diameters can influence the structural and mechanical characteristics of the MR in a significant manner.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Metal rubber (MR) is a type of porous metal material possessing high stiffness and damping, and made via wire weaving and compression molding. The term metal rubber is coined by the observation that this material behaves similar to an elastomeric rubber in terms of mechanical performance. However, it must also be noted that some researchers prefer to use different terms to define the material, such as entangled metallic wire material (EMWM) [1,2], metal wire mesh [3–5] or pseudo-rubber [6]. Metal rubber is suitable for vibration energy and sound absorption [7–9] in harsh temperature environments (−100 °C to 200 °C [10–12]), heat transfer [13] and also surgical implants and internal prosthesis [14]. As a multifunctional smart material, metal
rubber has also been developed in shape memory alloys \[6,15–18\], magnetostrictive \[19,20\] and even auxetic versions \[21\].

The mechanical behavior of the MR is influenced by parameters such as the relative density (i.e., related to the porosity), the wire and helix diameters, and the material properties of the materials constituting the wires. MR samples made of nickel-based superalloy \[22–27\], aluminum alloy \[28\] or titanium \[29,30\] have been previously tested, and the effects of the relative density on the compressive modulus, Poisson’s ratio and loss factor were observed. The performance of MRs under uniaxial tensile \[31,32\] and torsion \[33\] has been assessed by Liu and Tan et al. Vibration tests have demonstrated that the dynamic properties (storage modulus and loss factor) of metal rubber can also be affected by the frequency and dynamic strain adopted during the tests \[15,27,34\]. Although a significant body of work has been already performed to characterize the materials, the effect of the helix and wire diameters on the MR mechanical properties is still poorly understood \[17,35\].

Constitutive models of MR are built based on the use of cantilever beam cells \[36\] or helix units \[37–40\]. These models describe the homogenized mechanical behavior and hysteretic loss factors from different perspectives. All these models use assumed unit cells and obtain the parameters of the unit cells by inverse identification from experimental mechanical data. Among all these models, the one characterized by the use of helix units tends to provide better results \[40\], and can also be used to physically interpret some mechanical properties of the metal rubber. There is however a need to evaluate and relate the structural characteristics and internal topology of this metal porous solid MR with a constitutive model.

Industrial CT (computed tomography) scans are widely used to obtain the internal structure of porous materials. Tan et al. \[41\] and Masse et al. \[42\] have extracted the skeleton of sintered steel wools based on X-ray microtomography and by using a three-dimensional skeletonisation algorithm. By using these techniques, they have been able to analyze the fiber orientation, number of contact pairs and distributions of the fiber segment lengths in the metal wools. A similar methodology was used by Wang and Huang \[43,44\] to study the morphologic characteristics of porous metal fiber sintered sheet. Gadot and Rodney et al. \[17,35\] obtained the 3D model and centerline of entangled single-wire materials by X-ray tomography, and built the relative finite element model to study the internal structure and its mechanical properties. However, their studies did not consider parameterized effects of material parameters, such as wire and helix diameters. These studies proved though that CT scan and skeletonisation methods work well for fiber shaped porous materials, including MR.

In this paper we have used CT scans and skeletonisation methods to study the structural topologies of metal rubber and their constitutive parameters. Quasi-static mechanical tests have also been performed to investigate relations between the MR parameters and their mechanical properties, and justified by using a combination of the helix cell model and the experimental mechanical results. The first section of the paper describes the MR specimens used in this

Fig. 1. MR manufacturing process, including helix wire tensioning (a), wire weaving (b) and coiling (c), then crisscross weaving on the outer layer (d) and finally the molding (e).
work. The second section illustrates the research methodology adopted, including the CT scan and the skeletonisation methods, the quasi-static tests and the simplified helix cell model. Section 4 illustrates the four types of parameters used to describe the microstructure of the MR material. The final sections are related to the elaborations of the relations between topological and structural parameters, and the mechanical performance of the metal rubber. The work in this paper is mainly focused on the quasi-static properties and their relationship with the internal structural configuration of this metallic porous material. The hysteretic behavior of the MR material and its relation with the internal topology of the material can also be evaluated, based on the methods and ideas developed in this paper.

2. MR specimens used in this work

The manufacturing process to produce metal rubber used in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. Nickel-based stainless steel wire with diameter of $D_W$ is first coiled into tight helix shapes with a helix diameter of $D_H$ by distortion. The wires are then tensioned at both ends to provide an initial pre-tension state with a lead angle $\alpha$ (Fig. 1a). The drawn helix wire is then woven on a nail board with a crossing angle $\theta$ (Fig. 1b). The next step consists of coiling the wire into a cylinder shape (Fig. 1c), and then crisscross weaving the wire on the outer layer to obtain a rough porous base material (Fig. 1d). The sample is finally placed into a specially designed mold and compressed by a force ranging between 10 kN and 60 kN, depending on the parameters of the MR specimens needed, for at least 1 min (Fig. 1e).

One of the MR specimens used for CT scan is shown in Fig. 2(a). The specimen has a cylindrical shape with a diameter of 20 mm and a height of 20 mm. Those dimensions are common to all the cylindrical specimens used in this work. Metal rubber has transverse isotropic properties [15], with different stiffness along the molding and non-molding directions. Three cubic specimens with different

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen shape</th>
<th>Specimen number</th>
<th>$P_L$</th>
<th>$D_H$/mm</th>
<th>$D_W$/mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>1–1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-1a</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-1b</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-1c</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3–1</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4–1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5–1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6–1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7–1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-1a-2 mm</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-1a-4 mm</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-1a-6 mm</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8–1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9–1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10–1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube</td>
<td>8–1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9–1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10–1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2. MR specimens (a) cylinder specimen for CT scan and quasi-static test, (b) cube specimen for quasi-static test in molding and non-molding directions, (c) specimen under compression for CT scan.](image)

![Fig. 3. 3D model of MR specimen (a) and results from the extraction of the skeleton of the MR sample (b).](image)
wire diameters have been used for the quasi-static tests to compare the mechanical properties along the molding and non-molding directions (Fig. 2(b)).

A special device was designed to provide different compression strains $P_C$ on the MR specimen during the CT scan (Fig. 2(c)). The MR specimen is clamped between two thick acrylic plates with four nylon bolts providing an adjustable compression. Because the transmissibility of X-rays through acrylic and nylon plastics is significantly higher than in the MR, the effect of the clamping device on the scanning results can be considered negligible.

The manufacturing parameters in the manufacturing process shown in Fig. 1 (relative density $\rho_r$, wire diameter $D_W$, helix diameter $D_H$, weaving crossing angle $\theta$, ratio of specimen height over coiled cylinder-shaped base material height $\zeta_h$) can affect the properties of the MR in some degree. Based on empirical experience, the weave crossing angle and the $\zeta_h$ parameter are usually set at 30° at 3 respectively, to obtain a stable and consistent MR specimen. Thus, only the effect of $\rho_r$, $D_W$ and $D_H$ are investigated in this paper. The relative density $\rho_r$ of the MR material is here defined as the ratio between the metal rubber mass to its volume, times the density of the Nitinol based stainless steel material (7900 kg/m$^3$).

The parameters of different MR specimens used in this work are listed in Table 1 (13 cylindrical and 3 cubic specimens). Among them, #2-1a, #2-1b and #2-1c have same parameters, which are used to study the structural deviation of different MR specimens with same parameters. #2-1a, #2-1a-2 mm, #2-1a-4 mm and #2-1a-6 mm are the same MR specimen clamped in the device of Fig. 2(c), having 0 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm and 6 mm compression deformation respectively, with $P_C = 0\%$, 10\%, 20\% and 30\%. The effects of the relative density $\rho_r$, the wire diameter $D_W$ and the helix diameter $D_H$ are evaluated in the different specimens described in Table 1.

3. Methodology

3.1. CT scan test and 3D model skeletonisation

Computed tomography (CT) on the metal rubber was performed using a Nikon XT H 225 Industrial CT Scanning machine. The voxel resolution of the CT scanning is 0.015 mm, which is a sufficiently small value for the MR specimen with the smallest $D_W$ diameter of 0.08 mm.

The 3D model of the MR specimen (Fig. 3(a)) was generated from the CT data using the Avizo 9.0 software (developed by FEI Company). From an initial visual inspection of the 3D image, it is possible to evince the presence of a high interconnectivity existing between the tangled wires and the global topological feature of the porous structure.

The 3D model only provides a visible impression of the internal microstructure of the MR. A more quantitative information is provided by the definition of its skeleton, which was built by extracting the centerlines of the MR wires using the custom module presented in Avizo 9.0. The skeleton model and the 3D model of the MR cuboid sample are shown together in Fig. 3(b). It can be seen that the skeleton model overlaps with the 3D model well and can be used to describe the topological characteristics of the metal rubber. The skeleton model is composed of nodes and segments, processable in MATLAB. Thus, the statistical result of MR topological characteristics can be defined and obtained based on the skeleton model.
3.2. Quasi-static test rig

Quasi-static uniaxial tests were performed using the test rig shown in Fig. 4. The tests were carried out using a WDW 3100 electronic universal testing machine with a 1.0 kN force sensor and a 25 mm electronic dial gage for the deformation measurements. The tests were performed under displacement control, with loading and unloading rates of 0.25 mm/min and 0.5 mm/min respectively. An initial preload of 5 N was applied on all specimens to reduce the influence of the uneven contact between the MR specimen and loading plate at small deformations [23].
3.3. Helix cell model

The manufacturing procedure affects the internal structure of the helix wire-based MR material. Therefore, the helix cell model was used to describe the effect of different topological parameters of the porous solid on the global stiffness (Fig. 5). The helix cell is composed of a single coil fixed on one end of the wire and loaded on the other end by the FA and FL forces along the axial and radial directions. As it will be apparent from the CT scans, the number of effective coils in the MR material is small because the wire is separated into small segments by several contact pairs. It should be noticed that the wires in the metal rubber are continuous, and the contact pairs only serve as constraints added to the wires. However, the length and distribution of the free wire segments between two contact pairs are essential for the stiffness of MR. Thus, the lengths of the wire segments can be described as the coil number n and used in following expression (1). The resulting axial and lateral stiffness of the helix can be therefore expressed in Eq. (1) when the ratio of $D_H/D_W$ is higher than 5 [15].

$$K_A = \frac{E D_W \cos \alpha}{16n \left( \frac{D_H}{D_W} \right)^3 \left( 1 + \nu \cos^2 \alpha \right)}$$

$$K_L = \frac{E D_W \cos \alpha}{8n \left( \frac{D_H}{D_W} \right)^3 \left( 4(2 + \nu) \pi^2 \pi^2 + 3\nu/2 \tan^2 \alpha + 1 \right)}$$

In (1), $K_A$ and $K_L$ represent the axial and lateral stiffness of helix respectively. The Young’s modulus of the wire material is $E$ and $\nu$ is the Poisson’s ratio. The angle of the helix is $\alpha$, and $n$ is the number of the coil.

From inspection of Eq. (1) one can notice that $K_A$ and $K_L$ both increase monotonically with $D_W$ and decrease with $D_H$ and $n$. The curves of $K_A/K_L$ ratio versus the number of coils $n$ with different lead angles $\alpha$ are shown in Fig. 6. The $K_A/K_L$ ratio rises monotonically with $n$ from ~0.4 to values larger than 1. This implies that the axial stiffness $K_A$ is smaller than the lateral one $K_L$ for helix topologies with small $\alpha$ and it is on the contrary larger in helix systems with big $n$ values. The ratio $K_A/K_L$ also increases significantly with $\alpha$, so that the value of $n$ for $K_A = K_L$ is reduced significantly. The helix cells in MR materials mostly possess angles $\alpha < 10^\circ$ and $n < 0.5$, as it will be shown later. Those results indicate that the axial stiffness of coils in manufactured metal rubber materials is typically lower than the lateral one.

4. Parameters used to describe the microscopic internal structure of metal rubber

Different statistical parameters have been defined to describe the MR internal structure. Those include the fraction of wires at each section (slice) of the specimen, the distribution of the orientation of the wires, the density of the contact pairs and the quantity of wire segments with different lengths.

![Fig. 10. Illustration of wire segments projecting along the g vector.](image)

![Fig. 11. Orientation distribution map of the wires in the #2-1a sample.](image)
4.1. Fraction of wire at each section

The cross section of MR specimen is obtained from a plane cutting the specimen parallel to the top and bottom surfaces, which can be seen in Fig. 12(A). The fraction $p_n$ of wires at the $n$th section is defined as follows:

$$p_n = \frac{A_{\text{wire}-n}}{A_{\text{all}-n}}$$

(2)

In (2) $A_{\text{wire}-n}$ represents the area of the steel wire at the $n$th section and $A_{\text{all}-n}$ is the area of the specimen cross section, which equals to $\pi D_{\text{specimen}}^2/4$, with $D_{\text{specimen}} = 20$ mm being the specimen diameter.

The fractions of the wires at different cross sections of the specimen are shown in Fig. 7. The $p_n$ values in the central parts of the MR specimen are constant for a specific height, and this corresponds to the MR relative density. The curves however drop significantly at the bottom and top boundaries, with less wires there. This has been defined as the boundary layer effect, and affects the overall mechanical property of metal rubber samples significantly [25].

When compressive deformations are applied, the thickness of the boundary layer decreases and the wire fraction reduction is lower (Fig. 7). The boundary layer effect in MR materials is mainly due to the unevenness of top and bottom surfaces and the outstretched helix at the two surfaces. When the MR specimen is unloaded, the top and bottom surfaces are not flat because of the roughness of the material (Fig. 8(a)). The two surfaces will then become flat under an external compression force (Fig. 8(b)). However, the helix wires stretch out from the surface and make the distribution of wires sparser at the boundary layers compared to the middle section of the specimens.

4.2. The orientation of the wire

To visualize and quantify the orientations of the helix wires, the skeleton model was first subjected to a RGB colormap based on the wires orientation angles. The skeleton model is composed of short line segments. The color of each segment is described by a RGB color model, array of three numbers ranging from 0 to 1:

$$C_{\text{RGB}-n} = [c_r-n, c_g-n, c_b-n]$$

(3)

Fig. 12. Section figures of #1–1 MR specimen.
In Eq. (3) the three numbers represent red, green and blue. The RGB array of the nth line segment in skeleton model is calculated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    c_r &= \cos^2 \alpha_n \\
    c_g &= \cos^2 \beta_n \\
    c_b &= \cos^2 \gamma_n
\end{align*}
\]  

In expression (4) \(\alpha_n\), \(\beta_n\) and \(\gamma_n\) represent the spatial angles between the segment line and the global X, Y, Z Cartesian axes. The wire segment is therefore oriented along the axis if its color is similar to three additive primary colors. The Z direction corresponds to molding compression direction.

The dyed skeleton model of a cuboid from the #1–1 MR specimen is shown in Fig. 9. One can observe that the skeleton mainly exhibits red and green colors representing wires along the X and Y directions, while blue is almost non present. This indicates that the wires in a metal rubber sample tend to be essentially distributed along the non-molding directions.

However, the dyed skeleton only provides an incomplete understanding of the orientation of the wires. We have therefore defined a wires orientation distribution map for quantitative analysis in the following manner. At first, all the line segments in the MR skeleton model have been projected along a vector \( \mathbf{g} \) with spatial angles \( \theta_x \) and \( \theta_z \) (Fig. 10).

The sum of all projected line segments \( l_n \) along \( \mathbf{g} \) is expressed as:

\[
S_g = \sum_{n=1}^{N} l_n
\]  

In expression (5) represents the projection of all the wires in the MR cuboid sample along a specific spatial direction. By changing the orientation of the vector \( \mathbf{g} \) one could obtain the projections along all spatial directions. The projection \( S_g \) was normalized as:

\[
q_g = \frac{S_g}{S_z}
\]  

In Eq. (6), \( S_z \) represents the projection along the Z (molding) direction. The normalized projection \( q_g \) could then be used to plot the orientation distribution map of the MR wires. Moreover, the ratios \( r_{yx} \) and \( r_{zx} \) of the projections along the Y and X, and Z and X directions are defined as:

\[
r_{yx} = \frac{S_y}{S_x}; \quad r_{zx} = \frac{S_z}{S_x}
\]  

These two parameters could be used to perform a comparison of the topologies of the MR samples with different manufacturing parameters.

![Fig. 13. Slices extracted from the #1–1 MR specimen.](image-url)
The map describing the distribution of the orientations of the wires in sample #2-1a is shown in Fig. 11. The X coordinate represents the longitude, ranging from $-180^\circ$ to $180^\circ$, while the Y coordinate is the latitude (between $-90^\circ$ and $90^\circ$). The value of each point on the map represents the normalized projection $q_g$ on the vector with the spatial angle determined by the longitude and latitude of the specific point.

From the observation of Fig. 11 it is evident that the normalized projections have the highest values close to the equator and decrease with increasing latitude until reaching a minimum at the two poles. The normalized projection $q_g$ is almost constant for varying longitudes, and this clearly indicates the presence of a transverse isotropy, because more MR wires are distributed in the non-molding plane compared to the other transverse planes. The value of $q_g$ near the equator is around 2.4.

Three orthogonal sections of #1–1 MR specimen are shown in Fig. 12. The black points and rings in the section figure represent the cutting surfaces of the steel wires. A point-shaped cut area indicates that the cutting plane is vertical to the wire axis, i.e. the section is parallel to the axis of the helix. A ring-shaped cut area is indicative of a cutting plane being mainly parallel to the wire ring (section vertical to the helix axis). There is a considerable number of rings present in the A cross section than in the lateral sections B and C. Therefore, the helix cells appear mainly oriented along the molding direction.

Fig. 13 shows three orthogonal slices of the cube sample from the #1–1 MR specimen. The size of the cube sample is $6 \times 6 \times 6$ mm and the thickness of the slice is 1 mm. It is possible to evince from Fig. 13 the significant transverse isotropy of the MR internal structure. The slice A contains a large number of wire rings, while the slices B and C contain only the lateral parts of wire helices, and no obvious difference between the slices B and C can be observed. This is an indication that the axes of helices are mainly parallel along the molding direction, which agrees with the comments drawn from the observation of Fig. 12.

4.3. The density of the contact pairs

The high damping property of metal rubber is mainly caused by the friction at contact pairs between the wires. The contact pairs also subdivide the wires into small parts, and this significantly affects the stiffness of the MR material. Thus, the number of contact pairs per volume (i.e., the density of contact pairs) is defined as:

$$n_{pv} = \frac{n_c}{V}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The $V$ in Eq. (8) is the volume of the MR sample, and $n_c$ is the number of contact pairs. The skeleton model of the metal rubber is built by extracting the centerlines from the 3D model. That means the contact pair between wires is merged together as a joint point of adjacent wires in the skeleton model. Thus, the contact points are shared by more than two adjacent segments, which can be detected and counted automatically by the MATLAB codes wrote by the authors. However, the contact state (i.e., stick and slip) cannot therefore be simulated in the skeleton model.

4.4. Distribution of wire segments with different lengths

The contact pairs serve as constraints added on the continuous wires in MR and subdivide the wires into small connected wire segments. A histogram describing the distribution of wire segments with different lengths in the #1–1 MR specimen can be obtained and shown in Fig. 14. The wire segment is defined as the wire between two contact pairs. The segment is not necessarily a straight line, and it may be represented by a curve. The number of wire segments...
decreases significantly with increasing associated lengths, with the segments mainly ranging between 0.2 mm and 2 mm. This implies that the coil number $n$ of the helix cell model in Fig. 5 is lower than 0.5. The number of wire segments within each length range was divided by the volume of MR sample to obtain the density distribution of segments with different lengths, which was used as metrics to compare the different MR specimens.

5. Uncertainty characteristics of the metal rubber internal structure

5.1. Deviation of different MR specimens with same parameter

The MR specimens #2-1a, #2-1b and #2-1c of Table 1 all possess the same manufacturing and material parameters. The curves describing the wire orientation ratios and the contact pairs density for these three specimens are shown in Fig. 15. The three curves here appear not to offer an obvious dependence versus the number of metal rubber specimen. The $r_{yx}$ ranges from 0.97 to 1.03, which indicates that the length of the wires orientated along different directions in the non-molding plane is quite similar. The metrics $r_{xz}$ ranges from 0.40 to 0.50, denoting a lower portion of wires orientated along the molding direction compared with the non-molding one. Besides, the density of the contact pairs $n_{np}$ ranges from 26.6 1/mm³ to 27.8 1/mm³, with small discrepancies between the different MR specimens.

The curves describing the segments density versus the segment length of the three MR specimens with same parameters are compared in Fig. 16. Also in this case the three curves agree with each other quite well, with segment densities of 1.07 1/mm³, 0.95 1/mm³ and 0.88 1/mm³ respectively within the 1.0–1.1 mm length range. Those values indicate the presence of small deviations between the different MR specimens when the segments density is taken into account.

Besides, the distribution of the wire fractions per section versus the specimen height is quite similar for the three MR specimens having the same parameters. All those samples show similar boundary layers and uniform internal parts (see the black curve of Fig. 7).

5.2. Deviation along the specimen height

Five different cuboid samples were cut out from the MR 3D model along the height (Fig. 17). The dimensions of those cuboids are 6 mm × 6 mm × 4 mm for free MRs (the total height of the specimen has been divided by 5). The height can be different for MRs with different compression strains. The specimen #7–1 with wire diameter of 0.25 mm has the wires inside too sparsely distributed, so the size of the cuboid must be larger to obtain a sample with a uniform internal structure. Thus, the #7–1 specimen only provides three cuboid samples along height with dimensions 10 mm × 10 mm × 6.6 mm (Fig. 17).

The distributions of the wire orientation ratios $r_{yx}$ and $r_{xz}$ for the different MR specimens versus the cuboid number are shown in Fig. 18. The curves are almost horizontal, with small deviations among the different cuboids. The values of the $r_{yx}$ parameters are clustered around 1.
for all the samples considered, while the $r_{zx}$ ratio for all the specimens is close to 0.5, except for the #7–1 sample. It is evident that the transverse isotropy of the MR internal structure is dominant for the different types of MRs except for the material with thick wire, which will be discussed later.

Fig. 19 shows the curves of the contact pairs density $n_{P,V}$ versus the cuboid number. Also in this case, the distribution of the contact pairs is predominantly constant along the height. It must be however pointed out that the contact pairs density differs significantly among the various MR specimens, and this will be discussed in the next sections. Besides, the segments density curves of different cuboids belonging to the same MR specimen almost overlap with each other exactly. In that sense the distribution of the curves is similar to the one shown in Fig. 16, so it will not be shown here.

6. The effect of the different parameters

6.1. Variation of compression strain

MR is operationally always used under compression. The specimen #2–1a was scanned under 0%, 10%, 20% and 30% compressive deformations to evaluate the effect of the compression on the MR internal structure. The lateral slices of the MR specimens (sizes 6 mm x 6 mm x 1 mm) with different compression strains $P_C$ are shown in Fig. 20.

The wires appear to become denser with increasing values of $P_C$, and this is caused by the smaller specimen volume under the external compression.
The wire orientation ratios and contact pairs densities versus the compressive strains $P_C$ are shown in Fig. 21. The ratios $r_{yx}$ and $r_{zx}$ are almost unchanged for the different $P_C$ values, with $r_{yx}$ ranging between 0.97 and 1.02 and $r_{zx}$ from 0.41 to 0.45. That means the wire orientation inside the MR specimens does not change in an obvious manner with the compression deformation. However, the contact pairs density $n_{V}$ increases almost linearly with the compression, from 27.8 $1/mm^3$ at free state to 44.4 $1/mm^3$ for $P_C = 30\%$, a remarkable 59% increase. This can be explained by assuming that the metal rubber becomes much denser under compression (see also Fig. 20). Many wires that were close to contact in the free state would now connect when the external compression is applied, and that results in more contact pairs between the wires.

The segments densities versus segments lengths of the four MRs under different compressions are shown in Fig. 22. The four curves all show a significant decrease trend with the segment length. The curve becomes steeper at low segment length ranges when under larger compressions, with a decreasing number of long segments. For example, the segments densities are 13.1 $1/mm^3$ and 1.41 $1/mm^3$ at 0.2 mm–0.3 mm and 0.9–1.0 mm ranges respectively for MR with $P_C = 0\%$. Those values are different from the ones of metal rubber subjected to $P_C = 30\%$ (36.2/$mm^3$ and 0.47/$mm^3$ for the same segment lengths ranges). That is because more contact pairs are generated by applying the external compression, therefore the wires are subdivided into more segments. Consequently, the number of short segments increases compared with the reduction of the long ones, and the average length of the wire segments in the metal rubber decreases.

6.2. Variation of the relative density

The relative density $\rho_r$ (related to porosity) is a very important material parameter for porous materials. Therefore, specimens #1–1, #2–1a and #3–1 with nominal $\rho_r$ of 0.17, 0.23 and 0.28 respectively were tested and analyzed to study the effect of the relative density on the MR structural and mechanical characteristics.

The lateral sections of the three MR specimens are shown in Fig. 23. The effective cross sections of the wires obviously increase with $\rho_r$ and the internal structure becomes significantly denser. The percentage of point shaped and ring shaped wire sections do not change significantly across the different slices, indicating a stable wire orientation notwithstanding the value of the relative density.

The distributions of the wire fractions versus the specimen height of the three MRs with different $\rho_r$ values are compared in Fig. 24. The shapes of the three curves are quite similar, with evident boundary layers and relatively flat middle parts. The wire fractions of the cross sections in the middle parts are approximately equal to 0.17, 0.23 and 0.28; these are the same values of the relative densities of each specimen.
The wire orientation ratios and the contact pairs density versus $\rho_r$ are shown in Fig. 25. The ratios $r_{yx}$ and $r_{zx}$ are not noticeably sensitive to the increasing relative density (all ranging between 0.45 and 1). The contact pairs density however almost linearly increases with $\rho_r$. The effect of the relative density is similar to the one provided by the compression strain, which does not change the wire orientation but tends to increase the contact pairs density. This is due to the fact that the compression deformation reduces the specimen volume, thus increasing $\rho_r$.

The segment densities versus lengths of the three MRs with different $\rho_r$ are compared in Fig. 26. The three curves show similar trends, with steeper decline for the metal rubber with the highest $\rho_r$ value. For example, the segments densities are 5.2 1/mm$^3$ and 0.4 1/mm$^3$ within the 0.2–0.3 mm and 1.5–1.6 mm ranges for MR samples with $\rho_r = 0.17$. Those values are changed to 16.5 1/mm$^3$ and 0.2 1/mm$^3$ respectively for the MR material with $\rho_r = 0.28$. The number of short segments increases significantly when the relative density increases, and this is accompanied by a slight reduction of the portion of long segments. The rationale behind this behavior is similar to the one described for the sensitivity of the segments density versus the compression strain in Section 6.1.

The quasi-static cyclic test results of MR samples with different relative densities are shown in Fig. 27. The evident presence of hysteric loops indicates good energy absorption properties. The maximum compression forces provided on the three specimens are all ~95 N, even though the maximum deformations are different; this clearly denotes the presence of different stiffness values (as expected [15,23]).

The tangent moduli of the three specimens during loading are shown in Fig. 27(b). The three curves all steeply decrease first, and then slowly rise with the increasing strain. The initial reduction is caused by the transformation of the contact state between wires. The three MR specimens used here are all subjected to a 5 N compressive preload, mainly causing the wires to stick. When the compression loading of the test is applied, the MR specimen begins to deform and the stick contact state tends to transform into slip, which has a smaller stiffness [15,23]. The tangent modulus therefore declines significantly during the first portion of the curve. The internal structure of the metal rubber becomes however denser with more contact pairs and shorter wire segments when the compressing deformation increases. That implies that the number of coils $n$ in the helix cell model of Fig. 5 is reduced by the compression load. Eq. (1) indicates that the axial and lateral stiffness of helix cell both increase monotonically with $n$; therefore the modulus begins to increase though the contact pairs are mostly under slip.

Fig. 27 also gives evidence to the increase of the modulus with relative density at different strains, consistent with reference [45]. The
modulus rises by 69.2% from 1.07 MPa to 1.81 MPa at 4% strain when $\rho_r$ increases from 0.17 to 0.28. This is because the higher relative density results in a denser internal structure of the metal rubber with more contact pairs and shorter wire segments, which leads to the presence of smaller coil numbers of the helix cell and therefore higher stiffness.

The loss factor $\eta$ of the metal rubber can be obtained from quasi-static tests and calculated by the expression $\eta = \Delta W/(2\pi U)$, where $\Delta W$ is the energy dissipated during one loading-unloading cycle, and $U$ is the maximum energy stored during a cycle [23,46]. The loss factors of the MR samples with $\rho_r = 0.17, 0.23$ and 0.28 are 0.19, 0.18 and 0.20 respectively. These values are consistent with the ones observed in open literature [27]. There is no obvious evidence of influence caused by the relative density on the loss factor of the metal rubber.

Fig. 28. Cross sections of MR specimens with different helix diameters. (a) $D_h = 1.0$ mm, (b) $D_h = 1.5$ mm, (c) $D_h = 2.0$ mm.

Fig. 29. Lateral slices of MR specimens with different helix diameters. (a) $D_h = 1.0$ mm, (b) $D_h = 1.5$ mm, (c) $D_h = 2.0$ mm.

Fig. 30. Wire orientation ratios and contact pairs density versus helix diameter.

Fig. 31. Segment densities versus segment lengths with different helix diameters.
6.3. Variation of the helix diameter

The helix diameter $D_h$ used for manufacturing the samples can also affect the overall mechanical properties of the metal rubber. The specimens #4–1, #2-1a and #5–1 with $D_h$ of 1.0 mm, 1.5 mm and 2.5 mm respectively were tested and compared to investigate the potential influence of the values of helix diameter. The cross sections of the three specimens are shown in Fig. 28. The diameter of the ring-shaped wire cutting areas becomes larger when $D_h$ increases. Besides, the percentage of point-shaped wire cutting areas decreases with increasing $D_h$. This is explained by the fact that more helix cells tend to distribute along the molding direction when $D_h$ rises.

Lateral slices (sizes 6 mm × 6 mm × 1 mm) of MRs with different helix diameters are shown in Fig. 29. The wires are distributed more disorderly, and the helices are orientated along different directions when $D_h = 1.0$ mm. In contrast, when $D_h$ increases, the wires tends to feature a more regular arrangement, with more helices oriented along the molding direction.

The curves of wire fractions per section versus specimen height for MRs with different $D_h$ are all quite similar to the black curve shown in Fig. 7. The wire ratio $r_{xy}$ in Fig. 30 is almost not affected by the value of $D_h$ (the range is between 0.97 and 1.06). The wire ratio $r_{zx}$ slightly decreases from 0.54 to 0.41 when the helix diameter increases, suggesting that a lower portion of wires tends to orient along the molding direction in MR in the case of large helix diameters; this coincides well with the results shown in Fig. 28 and Fig. 29. The contact pairs density $n_{pV}$ however declines by 13%, from 32.6 1/mm$^3$ to 28.2 1/mm$^3$, when $D_h$ increases from 1.0 mm to 2.0 mm. That means a lower number of contact pairs is generated by the well-ordered distribution of wires with larger $D_h$ values.

Fig. 31 shows the comparison between segments densities for the three classes of MRs with different helix diameters. When the value of $D_h$ reduces, the number of short segments slightly increases, while the portion of long segments in the porous solid has a small drop. For example, the segments densities are 14.4 1/mm$^3$ and 0.041 1/mm$^3$ respectively for the 0.2–0.3 mm and 1.9–2.0 mm ranges in metal rubber sample with $D_h = 1.0$ mm. This needs to be compared against the 11.5 1/mm$^3$ and 0.15 1/mm$^3$ values for MR with $D_h = 2.0$ mm. The wires are distributed into slightly longer segments on average because of a lower number of contact pairs exists in metal rubber with larger helix diameters.

The quasi-static cyclic tests of metal rubber samples with different helix diameters are shown in Fig. 32. The shape and changing trend of the three hysteretic loops and tangent modulus curves are all quite similar, however the specific values differ substantially. The modulus decreases first with increasing compressive strain, and then increases with the loading, and this is similarly to the uniaxial compression case shown in Fig. 27. The modulus increases with decreasing $D_h$ at different strains. For example, the tangent modulus rises by 108.0% from 0.88 MPa to 1.83 MPa, when $D_h$ varies from 2.0 mm to 1.0 mm at 4% strain.

The rationale behind this behavior lies in the monotonic decrease of the axial and lateral stiffness of the helix cell versus increasing values of $D_h$ (Eq. (1)). The helices also tend to mostly orient along the molding
direction when $D_H = 2.0$ mm, different from the disorderly distribution observed when $D_H = 1.0$ mm. A further reduction of the modulus along the molding direction is therefore expected when larger helix diameters are adopted.

The loss factors of the MR samples with helix diameters of 1.0 mm, 1.5 mm and 2.0 mm are 0.22, 0.19 and 0.18, respectively. The loss factors appear to decrease only slightly when the helix diameter becomes larger. This implies that metal rubber systems with small helix diameter values possess high stiffness and, at the same time, adequate energy dissipating capability for engineering vibration applications.

6.4. Variation of the wire diameter

The diameter of the wires used to manufacture metal rubber is also an essential parameter for the mechanical characteristics. Specimens #2-1a, #6–1 and #7–1 were therefore tested and evaluated to investigate the effect of the wire diameter $D_w$ on the structural and mechanical performances of the porous material. The lateral sections of the three metal rubber specimens are visualized in Fig. 33. The wire cutting areas become larger and sparser as the value of $D_w$ increases. Although the relative densities are the same, the total wire length of the metal rubber with $D_w = 0.25$ mm is only 10.2% of the analogous MR material with $D_w = 0.08$ mm. Also, the percentage of ring-shaped wire cutting areas increases with $D_w$, and this indicates a larger number of helices oriented along the non-molding directions.

The cube samples cut out from the three metal rubbers with different $D_w$ values are shown in Fig. 34. The cubes exhibit some obvious differences. The wires become much thicker and more sparsely distributed as $D_w$ increases from 0.08 mm to 0.25 mm. The wire orientation also becomes more disorderly, with more wires distributed along the molding direction. Besides, the angle $\alpha$ of the helix cell obviously increases with larger values of $D_w$.

The section wire fractions of MRs with different $D_w$ are compared in Fig. 35. The three curves are quite similar, with the evident presence of boundary layers and uniform middle parts. The thickness of the boundary layer increases slightly with $D_w$, which is ~0.7 mm for MR with $D_w = 0.08$ mm compared to the case of ~1.3 mm when $D_w = 0.25$ mm.

The wire orientation ratios and contact pairs densities versus the wire diameter $D_w$ are shown in Fig. 36. The ratio $r_{yx}$ is almost insensitive to the variation of $D_w$, shifting between 0.94 and 1.04. This indicates small variations along the different non-molding directions. The ratio $r_{zx}$ however increases significantly from 0.41 to 1.04 as $D_w$ rises from 0.08 mm to 0.25 mm; this is a peculiar and different behavior with respect to the sensitivity of the other parameters examined above. The maps of wire orientation distribution of samples with $D_w = 0.08$ mm, 0.15 mm and 0.25 mm are shown in Fig. 11, Fig. 37 (a) and Fig. 37 (b) respectively. The three maps vary significantly, from a strip distribution shape for $D_w = 0.08$ mm to a more disorderly distribution present for $D_w = 0.25$ mm. The normalized projection $q_g$ varies from 1 to ~2.42 when $D_w = 0.08$ mm, with the maximum values at the equator and the minimum ones at the poles. In the case of the metal rubber with $D_w =$

![Fig. 33. Section wire fraction versus specimen height of MRs with different $D_w$.](image)

![Fig. 34. 3D models of the MR specimens with different wire diameters. (a) $D_w = 0.08$ mm, (b) $D_w = 0.15$ mm, (c) $D_w = 0.25$ mm.](image)

![Fig. 35. Wire orientation ratios and contact pairs density versus wire diameter.](image)
0.25 mm, the projection $q_g$ ranges from 1 to ~1.12, with maximum and minimum values distributed in a random fashion. These results indicate that more wires tend to align along the molding direction and the transverse isotropy of the internal structure becomes less obvious for MRs with thicker wires. The metal rubber almost assumes the form of an isotropic material from a structural perspective when the diameter $D_w$ becomes 0.25 mm. The contact pair density $n_{pp}$ also decreases significantly from 27.8 1/mm$^3$ to 2.3 1/mm$^3$ when $D_w$ increases from 0.08 mm to 0.25 mm. This indicates that the number of contact pairs is largely reduced by increasing the wire diameter $D_w$, as it can be readily observed from Fig. 33 and Fig. 34.

The segments density curves with different $D_w$ values are shown and compared in Fig. 38. The histogram of the segments within different length ranges for $D_w = 0.25$ mm is also added in Fig. 38 to illustrate the curve more clearly. The three curves all decrease with the increase of the segment length, with a much steeper decline for metal rubber specimens with smaller values of $D_w$. The number of short segments in metal rubber samples with small $D_w$ values is significantly higher.

Fig. 37. Orientation distribution map of wire in MR specimens with different wire diameters. (a) $D_w = 0.15$ mm, (b) $D_w = 0.25$ mm.
than the one with larger $D_w$ values, compared with the cases with smaller numbers of long segments. For example, the segment density is 8.74 $1/mm^3$ and 0.0068 $1/mm^3$ for wire lengths of 0.3–0.4 mm and 2.5–2.6 mm respectively when the metal rubber wire has a diameter of 0.08 mm. When the wire diameter is 0.25 mm the densities decrease to 0.34 $1/mm^3$ and 0.038 $1/mm^3$ for the above wire lengths ranges. This is because the metal rubber with a thick wire has a sparser distribution, with less wires and contact pairs; the single wires are therefore subdivided into longer segments by the contact pairs on average.

The results from quasi-static cyclic tests on specimens with different $D_w$ values (the #8–1, #9–1 and #10–1 in Table 1) are shown in Fig. 39. The load was applied along the molding direction Z and non-molding directions X and Y. Only the results along the Z and X directions are shown because the difference between data along the X and Y non-molding directions is negligible. It can be seen that the stiffness along non-molding direction is much higher than the one along molding direction, consistent with reference [45]. The stiffness along the Z direction increases significantly with $D_w$ while the stiffness along X decreases with increasing wire diameters.

The tangent modulus along the molding and non-molding directions are shown in Fig. 39(b) and (c) respectively. All curves show a similar shape, first with a decrease and then followed by an increase. The tangent modulus along the Z direction increases by 82% from 1.11 MPa to 2.02 MPa when $D_w$ increases from 0.08 mm to 0.25 mm at a value of 3.5% strain. On the contrary, the tangent modulus along the X direction decreases by 37%, from 11.5 MPa to 7.26 MPa at 0.68% strain for the same change of $D_w$ values.

The different stiffness in the molding and non-molding directions can be explained by the structural characteristics described in the previous paragraphs. It is easy to know from Eq. (1) that the axial and lateral stiffness of the helix cell in Fig. 5 rise monotonically for increasing wire diameters. The stiffness $K_A$ is always larger than $K_{sl}$ when $\alpha < 10^\circ$ and $n < 0.5$ (Fig. 6). More helices tend to align along the non-molding direction with increasing values of $D_w$, and this results in the increase of the MR modulus along the molding direction, even with the presence of reduced numbers of contact pairs and segments. This also leads to a reduced modulus along the non-molding directions. The lead angle $\alpha$ of helix cell in Fig. 5 also increases with the wire diameter, resulting in a higher $K_A/K_{sl}$ ratio (Fig. 6). Thus, the modulus along the molding direction increases further, while the modulus along the non-molding direction tends to decline more.

When the wire diameter is equal to 0.08 mm, the internal structure of the metal rubber assumes a transverse isotropic behavior, with the majority of the helices oriented along molding direction. If one considers that $K_{sl}$ is lower than $K_A$ for metal rubber helix cells, the modulus of the MR in the non-molding direction is larger than the one along the molding one. When $D_w = 0.25$ mm, the internal structure of the MR
appears to possess an isotropic wire orientation, however the modulus along the molding and non-molding directions still exhibits large differences. The reason behind this discrepancy is the fact that during the manufacturing the MR is compressed into a significantly smaller space in the mold, and then it returns to the designed height after. This results in the initial stress state of the MR along molding direction, with the related modulus being much smaller than that of the non-molding direction.

The loss factors of the cubic MR specimens with different \( D_{W} \) measured along the molding and non-molding directions are compared in Table 2. The loss factor increases with \( D_{W} \) when the loading occurs in the molding direction, while it declines in the transverse one. The loss factors along the two non-molding directions are quite similar. The loss factor is smaller along the molding direction than the non-molding direction when the wire diameters are equal to 0.08 mm and 0.15 mm, and larger when \( D_{W} = 0.25 \) mm. It is apparent that the MR with larger \( D_{W} \) values has higher stiffness and vibration energy dissipating capability, and this is particularly interesting for engineering vibroacoustics applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( D_{W}/\text{mm} )</th>
<th>Loss factor along different directions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( Z )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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